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The present paper proposes to investigate the links between the microstructure of polyurethane

foams and their sound absorbing efficiency, and more specifically the effect of membranes closing

the cells. This study is based on the complete characterization of 15 polyurethane foam with

various cell sizes and reticulation rates (i.e., open pore content): (i) characterization of the

microstructure properties (cell size Cs, strut thickness t, reticulation rate Rw…) from SEM pictures,

(ii) characterization of nonacoustic parameters (porosity U, airflow resistivity r, tortuosity a1…)

from direct and indirect methods. Existing analytical links between microstructure properties and

nonacoustic parameters are first applied to fully reticulated materials. Then, they are improved

empirically to account for the presence of the closed pore content. The proposed expressions

associated to the Johnson-Champoux-Allard porous model allow a good estimation of the sound

absorbing behavior of all polyurethane foams, fully reticulated or not. This paper also demonstrates

the important effect of the presence of cell membranes: increase of the airflow resistivity,

tortuosity, and the ratio between the thermal and viscous characteristic lengths while decreasing

these two characteristic lengths. Thus, the sound absorption efficiency at low frequencies is

improved but can be worsened in some higher frequency bands. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3631021]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since long time, chemists know how to control the

foaming process of polyurethane foams to access the

desired microstructure. Especially, the choice of raw mate-

rials (i.e., polyol, di-isocyanine, water, auxiliary blowing

agents, catalysts, surfactant and other additives) allows to

control the gas evolution and the polymerization of the cell

wall and struts during foaming, resulting in targeted foam

density, mechanical strength, cell size and cell opening. At

the same time, the scientific community specialized in po-

rous media developed material models to account for the

acoustic energy dissipation associated to the propagation of

an acoustic wave inside the porous microstructure.1 The

models are mainly semiphenomenological because a com-

plete analytical description of sound propagation in com-

plex porous microstructure in not possible. Thus, several

physical parameters are involved to describe the visco-

thermal and inertial couplings between the porous aggregate

and the interstitial fluid on a macroscopic scale: e.g., open

porosity U, static air flow resistivity r [N s=m4], dynamic

tortuosity a1, viscous K [lm], and thermal characteristic

lengths K0 [lm] and thermal static permeability k0
0[m2].

However, the interpretation of these parameters, here

referred to as the nonacoustic parameters, in terms of foam

microstructure remains unclear and has to be improved

since it is the key to an optimization of the foaming

process.

Different approaches have been proposed in the litera-

ture to improve the interpretation between microstructure

and nonacoustic parameters. First, empirical methods have

been developed from the analysis of the exact nature of the

microstructure and the measurement of the acoustic

performance.2–6 These models, mainly developed for fibers,

give an estimation of the airflow resistivity r from the bulk

density of the fibrous material q1 and the fiber diameter d. It

is found that the relation between these three parameters

depends on the type of material (glass wool, polyester

fibers…) under investigation; which is characteristic of em-

pirical approaches, but can nevertheless be used to optimize

the fabrication process of the considered porous material.

A second approach is based on scaling laws that link

macroscopic behavior to microstructure from simplified

models of the microstructure7,8 (cell shape) and wave propa-

gation inside this microstructure.1,9,10 For example, Allard

and Atalla1 give an analytical expression linking the viscous

characteristic length K and the fiber diameter of fibrous

materials from the case where the velocity of the air is per-

pendicular to the direction of the fibers. From geometrical

considerations of an idealized cell which constitute the po-

rous material, Gibson and Ashby7 give simple analytical

expression linking the porosity U and microstructure proper-

ties such as strut length l and thickness t. Recently, Perrot

et al.8 adapted this expression for open-cell aluminum foams

considering an idealized unit-cell with tetrakaidecahedra

shape, and in the same way, proposed an expression for the

thermal characteristic length K0. Finally, by combining some

of the expressions previously mentioned, Lind-Nordgren and

Göransson9,10 proposed a scaling law applied to the airflow
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resistivity r of porous materials which links this nonacoustic

property to cell and strut shapes.

A final approach uses numerical methods.8,11–14 The

idealized periodic unit cell is then reconstructed, using x-ray

tomography (l-san) and advanced computational fluid dy-

namics analysis is performed to derive properties relevant

for the acoustic behavior. These methods allow a great

understanding of the impact of microstructure on acoustic

behavior. However they are experimentally limited to spe-

cific materials (visible with x-ray tomography) and are com-

putationally intensive; they are still not able to represent

realistic microstructures such as those found in partially

reticulated foams.

In this paper, the micro-macro links and more especially

the effect of membranes closing the cells are investigated

using a semiempirical approach based on 15 polyurethane

foams. These foams, whose microstructure is show in Fig. 1,

mainly vary by their cell size and closed cell content.

According to this figure, the polyurethane foam microstruc-

ture can be seen as a collection of interlinked struts forming

3D structures as a packing of tetrakaidecahedra cells. Each

cell is connected to other through pores. Materials with open

pores are called “fully reticulated.” In this case the intercon-

nectivity between cells is maximum. If some of the pores are

closed or partially closed by thin membranes, the material is

called “partially reticulated.” The approach proposed in this

paper is to (i) analyze the exact nature of the 15 polyurethane

foams microstructure using a scanning electron microscope

(SEM), (ii) measure their nonacoustic properties, (iii) vali-

date and apply the existing scaling law to the fully reticu-

lated polyurethane foams, and (iv) improve them to account

for the presence of membranes closing the pores using geo-

metrical or empirical analysis. An emphasis is thus proposed

on the influence of the reticulation rate of the porous micro-

structure. Despite the fact that empirical expressions are not

general and cannot be applied to various porous microstruc-

tures, this study presents tools to improve the understanding

on the consequence of foam microstructure and reticulation

rate on acoustical behavior.

II. FOAM CHARACTERIZATION

A. Microstructure

Microstructure of the 15 polyurethane foams, called M1

to M15, is analyzed from SEM pictures taken at University

of Toronto and presented in Fig. 1. One can easily appreciate

the different foam microstructure since SEM pictures with

identical properties are presented here (the magnification is

set to�30 except for materials with reference M12 with�35

and M1 with�18). Thus, it is shown that the materials

mainly differ by their cell size and the presence or lack of

membranes closing the faces of the cells. As Perrot et al.8

did in the case of open-cell aluminum foams, the microstruc-

ture of polyurethane foam is seen as a packing of tetrakaide-

cahedra cells (see Fig. 2 taken from Ref. 8) characterized by

f ¼14 faces=cell and n¼ 5.14 edges=face and independent

from cell density. The main objective here is to determine,

for each material, the properties of a representative tetrakai-

decahedra unit-cell (also called PUC in Ref. 8) from which

the existing scaling laws would be applied.

As shown in Fig. 2, the size of the unit-cell Cs [lm] is

an important parameter. Because of the fabrication process,

the foams may have elongated cells resulting in cell size

along three dimensions (Cs1¼ 2R1, Cs2¼ 2R2, Cs3¼ 2R3).

The degree of anisotropy DA given by DA¼Cs3=Cs1¼
R3=R1 is measured for the 17 polyurethane foams initially

under investigation. The anisotropy threshold is set here to

DA¼ 1.25 and it is found that 15 materials on 17 can be con-

sidered as isotropic (Cs¼ Cs1¼ Cs2¼ Cs3). In this work, since

FIG. 1. SEM pictures of the 15 polyurethane foam materials.
FIG. 2. The shape and size parameters measured on a unit cell (taken from

Ref. 8).
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we are interested in linking cell microstructure to nonacous-

tic parameters from simple models, only the 15 materials

having isotropic cells are considered in the analysis. For

each material, mean strut length l [lm] and thickness t [lm]

are also measured. Strut length l is derived as the mean value

between the three lengths l1, l2, and l3 as show in Fig. 2 and

detailed in Ref. 8 The struts of polyurethane foams having

triangular cross-section shape (see Fig. 1), only the edge a of

the triangle is measured on SEM pictures. The strut thickness

t is the height of this triangle assumed equilateral and thus

given by t¼ a
ffiffiffi
3
p

=2. In order to complete the cell descrip-

tion, the small pore size Ws [lm], large pore size Wl [lm]

and the mean value Wm are also measured (see Fig. 2).

Finally, the reticulation rate Rw [%], which gives the open

window content of the material, is estimated from SEM pic-

tures by the ratio of the number of open window to the total

number of windows visible on the pictures. Nine of 15 mate-

rials are fully reticulated (Rw¼ 100%) and the six partially

reticulated materials have a reticulation rate ranging from

10% to 70%. It is worth noting that since very low reticula-

tion rate have been measured, it is assumed that the cutting

has no influence on the absence of cell membranes.

For each material, the unit-cell properties described pre-

viously are measured on different SEM pictures taken at var-

ious locations and using the “Image J” software (http://

rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). In order to ensure that the characterized

unit-cell is representative of a mean cell for each material,

all properties and associated expanded uncertainties15 are

determined from a large number of measurements: e.g., 10

measurements for Cs, 20 for t, l, and Wm and between 100

and 200 windows are counted to estimate Rw. Each polyur-

ethane foam is now characterized by an idealized periodic

cell (PUC) with the associated uncertainty on each property;

which ensures its representativeness.

Figure 3 presents microstructure properties evolution in

terms of cell size. Here, the 15 isotropic polyurethane foams

have cell sizes ranging from 500 to 1600 lm. It is shown that

the strut thickness t, strut length l and window size Wm

increase in a linear way with the increasing cell size for both

fully reticulated (Rw¼ 100%) and partially reticulated mate-

rials (Rw< 100%). Also, it is found that the strut length to

thickness ratio l=t and the cell size to window size ratio

Cs=Wm are almost identical for all cell size. This indicates

that from one cell size to another, the shape of the cells is

unchanged and their size parameters are only magnified by a

given factor. It is worth noting that, as expected, the cell size

is ranging between two and three times the window size; its

average is around Cs=Wm¼ 2.88. All these observations

corroborate what have already found by Perrot et al.8 in the

case of metallic aluminum foams.

B. Nonacoustic properties

This section presents the nonacoustic properties of the

15 polyurethane foams (e.g., open porosity U, static air flow

resistivity r [N s=m4], dynamic tortuosity a1, viscous K
[lm], and thermal characteristic lengths K0 [lm] and thermal

static permeability k00 [m2]). In this paper, an equivalent fluid

model1 is used to describe the propagation of an acoustic

wave in a rigid frame porous. This model assumes that the

frame is motionless and is not subjected to deformation. The

dynamic heat conduction phenomena in the open-cell porous

media is described using the Champoux-Allard model modi-

fied by Lafarge et al.16 and the viscous dissipation from the

Johnson et al. model.17 Note that these nonacoustic parame-

ters are intercorrelated and morphology-dependent.

As mentioned previously, porous bulk density q1

[kg=m3] is also measured because it is an important data.

Indeed, the frame density generally guides the possible foam

application (e.g., light foams for cars or planes, heavy foams

for houses…). This parameter is also required in two porous

models which account for the elasticity and inertia of the

frame, i.e., the Biot-Allard model and the “limp frame”

equivalent fluid model.1 Here, the inertia of the frame is not

taken into account since the considered “rigid frame” equiva-

lent fluid model used in this study considers that the frame is

rigid and motionless. Other properties exist but are not inves-

tigated in this report since the main six properties are usually

sufficient for engineering analysis in the context of building

or transport applications. Since foams with anisotropic cell

shape have been discarded from the present analysis, the

foams are assumed isotropic at the macroscopic level.

The bulk density q1, the porosity U and the airflow

resistivity r are determined from direct measurements.18,19

Airflow resistivity of each sample is measured for various

static airflow (between 1.58� 10�6 m3=s and 2.75� 10�6

m3=s) and its real value is considered as the asymptotic value

for a airflow equal to 0 m3=s. For both fully and partially

FIG. 3. Microstructure properties of the 15 polyurethane foams. Expanded uncertainty bars are also shown.
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reticulated foams, the tortuosity a1 is estimated from direct

method based on ultrasound technique. Tortuosity of fully

reticulated materials is determined by acoustical techniques

as an ultrasonic measurement of transmitted waves.20 This

latter method being restricted to low resistive materials, the

tortuosity a1 of partially reticulated foams is estimated from

the measurement of acoustic waves reflected by a slab of

porous material at oblique incidence.21

The two characteristic lengths (K, K0) and the thermal

permeability k00 are determined using the indirect characteri-

zation method proposed by Panneton and Olny.22,23 This

requires the measurement of the equivalent dynamic bulk

modulus Keq¼ K=U and equivalent dynamic density qeq

¼q=U of the tested material performed here using the

3-microphone impedance tube method proposed by Salissou

and Panneton.24 The indirect method associated to the

3-microphone impedance tube method has been recently

detailed by the authors in Ref. 25. The tube used for the

measurements has a 44.5 mm inner diameter and the loud-

speaker at one end generates a broadband random signal in

the frequency band 200�4100 Hz. The determination of the

three parameters (K, K0, k00) is considered satisfactory when

both the measured equivalent dynamic bulk modulus and

equivalent dynamic density of the materials are correctly

predicted as shown in Fig. 4 for material M5 (in this figure,

equivalent dynamic bulk modulus and equivalent dynamic

density are normalized by the atmospheric pressure P0 and

the density of air q0, respectively). Note that for partially

reticulated materials, i.e., materials with higher airflow resis-

tivity, the material was loaded with nails to suppress or mini-

mize the frame vibrations and in consequence the effect of

mounting conditions. This is of great importance since the

characterization method assumes a rigid-frame behavior. De-

spite this precaution, the influence of mechanical resonances

was too important above 2.5 kHz; which explains the fre-

quency limitation presented in Fig. 4.

The Lafarge et al. model is used here to model the

equivalent dynamic bulk modulus Keq because it was shown

elsewhere to match more exactly its low frequency behav-

ior.1 This implies the determination of the parameter k00 but

is aimed here to lower the error in the determination of the

thermal characteristic length K0. Indeed, since the thermal

permeability parameter is not directly linked to microstruc-

ture geometry element or to another nonacoustic parameter,

it will be discarded from the micro=macro analysis, at least

for the time being.

Finally, as mentioned by Olny and Panneton,23 the pa-

rameters measured with the indirect method cannot be con-

sidered as exact values for the true parameters since they

depend on the initial model, which is not exact itself. The so-

obtained solutions are only the best fitted parameters for the

model under consideration. It should be mentioned that both

the Johnson et al. and Lafarge et al. model were

improved26,27 in order to match more exactly the frequency

behavior of Keq and qeq introducing more intrinsic geometri-

cal parameters. However, due to the actual difficulties to

measure or determine these parameters, they are not studied

in this paper.

Note that the nonacoustic properties of each foam have

been determined from measurements carried out on three dif-

ferent samples and tested with the same mounting condi-

tions. Thus, all values are averages given with their

associated expanded uncertainties. In the specific case of the

“pressure=mass” method to determine both the open porosity

and the bulk density, a large bulk volume of material has

been used to reach a good precision of measurement.18

1. Fully reticulated materials

Figure 5 presents the measurements of the nonacoustic

properties of the nine fully reticulated materials in terms

of cell size (the closed pore content per cell is equal to

0%).

The porosity is not influenced by cell size as shown in

Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) confirms that the airflow resistivity r
decreases with increasing the cell size.13,14 For cell size

ranging from 500 to 1500 lm, the airflow resistivity varies

from 600 to 4000 N s m�4 which is considered as a relatively

low airflow resistivity for typical sound absorbing materials.

Figure 5(c) shows that, the tortuosity a1 of fully reticulated

materials is close to 1 and that this property does not vary

with cell size. Finally, it is observed in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)

that both viscous and thermal characteristic lengths increase

with cell size. The viscous characteristic length K is found

approximately 0.35 times the cell size (K¼ 0.35Cs), making

it comparable to the mean pore size (i.e., for fully reticulated

FIG. 4. Measurement and simulation of the normalized equivalent density and normalized equivalent bulk modulus of material M5.
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materials Wm¼ 0.34Cs). Furthermore, thermal characteristic

length K0 is found to be 0.56 times the cell size

(K0 ¼ 0.56Cs). The ratio of these two characteristic lengths,

n¼K0=K, seems to decrease with the increasing cell size.

However due to its large associated standard deviation, it is

considered that it does not depend on cell size and is equal to

the mean value n¼ 1.55 6 0.2, which is close to 2 and agrees

with the value given in Ref. 1 (see details in Sec. III A 2 of

the present paper).

2. Partially reticulated materials

The six partially reticulated materials considered in

this study have a closed pore content (1-Rw) ranging from

30% to 90%. Figure 6 presents the measurements of the

nonacoustic properties of these materials in terms of the

closed pore rate.

The porosity is not influenced by the reticulation rate as

shown in Fig. 6(a). The cells are thus highly interconnected

even for low reticulated materials. In terms of modeling,

high porosity is consistent even for low reticulated materials,

e.g., 1-Rw¼ 90%, since the material microstructure is

regarded here as a packing of interconnected cells through

the reticulation rate shared between the cell pores, and not as

a randomly packing of 90% closed cell and 10% open cell

which would have created a much lower porosity material.

Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show that both the airflow resistivity r
and the tortuosity a1 increase with the closed pore content;

which is in good agreement with numerical predictions of

Boeckx et al.14 A maximum airflow resistivity is found at

41 600 N s m�4 and the tortuosity at 2.4.

For these partially reticulated materials, the influence of

cell size Cs on nonacoustic properties can decrease at the

expense of the closed pore rate (1-Rw). The influence of these

two microstructure properties on nonacoustic parameters is

presented in Fig. 7. For example, in the case of the tortuosity

a1 [see Figs. 6(c) and 7(c)], the closed pore content becomes

the only influent parameter; i.e., the material with the higher

closed pore rate has the higher tortuosity. However, in the

case of the airflow resistivityr, the cell size Cs still has an

important influence. Thus, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(a),

the material with an intermediate closed pore content of 73%

shows the higher airflow resistivity because it has the small-

est cell size.

Figure 6(d) shows that the viscous characteristic length

K decreases with the close pore content. This trend is not so

clear in the case of the thermal characteristic length K0 [see

Fig. 6(e)]. Thus, the effect of the presence of membranes in

the microstructure is also presented. This influence is derived

from the difference between the estimated characteristic

length if the material had no membranes (e.g., K0th¼0.56Cs

obtained for fully reticulated materials, see Sec. II B 1) and

the measured characteristic length (e.g., K0m). Results pre-

sented with white squares in Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) show that

the influence of the reticulation rate increases as the closed

pore content increases. This behavior corroborates the theo-

retical definitions of K0 and K. Indeed, for a given cell size,

i.e., cell volume, the two characteristic lengths decrease with

the presence of membranes since it increases the wet surface

and the local fluid velocity in the cells.

As for the airflow resistivity, both viscous and thermal

lengths of partially reticulated materials still depend on cell

FIG. 5. Measured nonacoustic parameters of the 9 fully reticulated polyurethane foams in terms of cell size.
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size. As shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d), the materials with the

smallest cells still show the smaller characteristic lengths,

not the materials with the highest closed pore content. Thus,

for these partially reticulated materials, relations between

cell size and thermal length, and window size and viscous

length are not direct because the reticulation still plays an

important role. However, it is found that the K0=K ratio

increases with the closed pore content as shown in Fig. 6(f).

FIG. 6. Nonacoustic properties in terms of closed pore content for the 6 partially reticulated foams.

FIG. 7. Nonacoustic properties in terms of closed pore rate and cell size for the 6 partially reticulated foams.
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This ratio goes from n¼ 1.29 6 0.13 for low closed pore

content to n¼ 8.20 6 2.91 for high closed pore content (i.e.,

1-Rw¼ 80%). This trend is coherent with the observations

given by Perrot et al.13 from the numerical study of a 2D

hexagonal lattice of solid fibers in air. Indeed, according to

Table I of Ref. 13, for a given fiber radius, decreasing the

throat size w (i.e., the distance between two consecutive

fibers and thus equivalent to the pore size): (i) reduces the

cell size, (ii) increases the tortuosity and airflow resistivity,

and (iii) increases the ratio n¼K0=K. This ratio is equal to

1.71 for a throat size of w¼ 210 lm, and reaches 4.45 for

w¼ 20 lm. The fact that the K0=K ratio increases with the

closed pore content indicates that the viscous phenomena in

the pore constrictions created by the presence of membranes

are predominant compared to added thermal effects, espe-

cially as the number of constrictions increases, the constric-

tion size may decrease and the particle velocity in these

constrictions increases.

Note that all of the polyurethane foams (fully and par-

tially reticulated) have similar frame density q1 with a mean

value of q1¼ 25.7 6 0.9 kg m�3. Furthermore, it is observed

that this property does not vary with cell size which is coher-

ent with porosity and cell shape constancy.

Because the presence of membranes closing the faces

has an important impact on both acoustic and nonacoustic

properties of the foams, the proposed study to link micro-

structure with nonacoustic properties is now split in two

parts for fully and partially reticulated materials: existing

scaling laws are first applied to fully reticulated materials

and then, are generalized empirically by the use of the reticu-

lation rate Rw.

III. LINK MICROSTRUCTURE AND NONACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES

A. Fully reticulated materials: Application of the
existing scaling laws

1. Porosity U, thermal length K0

According to their definition, both porosity and thermal

length are purely geometrical macroscopic parameters and

thus, can be estimated from geometrical properties of the repre-

sentative tetrakaidecahedra unit-cell characterized in Sec. II A.

In the case of the porosity, defined as the ratio of the fluid

volume Vf to the total volume Vt, Gibson and Ashby7 pro-

posed a simple expression for highly porous material with

strut material significantly heavier than the interstitial fluid as

U ¼ 1� q1

qs

¼ 1� qr; (1)

with q1 the bulk density of the foam, qs the density of the

strut material, and qr the relative density which can be

expressed in terms of strut thickness t and strut length l form-

ing the cells as qr¼ Cq(t=l).2 Cq is a constant which depends

on the microscopic mechanical properties of the foam, such

as cell shape, strut cross section, and joint region shape.7,8 In

the case of foams having tetrakaidecahedra unit-cell, such as

the polyurethane foams under investigation, Perrot et al.8

give an analytical expression of the constant Cq for different

strut cross-section shape. Table I remind this constant for

three different strut cross-section shapes: circular cross-

section with diameter d (t¼ d); equilateral triangular cross

section with edge a; concave equilateral triangular cross-

section with edge a and a concavity radius R (R¼ a). Figure

8(a) compares the porosity predictions derived with Eq. (1)

associated to the three strut cross-section shapes with meas-

urements for the nine fully reticulated materials. Note that in

this figure, the materials are ordered by increasing value of

the airflow resistivity [see Fig. 8(e)]. Porosity results pro-

posed in Fig. 8(a) confirm the results of Perrot et al.:13 the

porosity increases with the cross section area of the strut.

Here, the concave triangular cross section shape, which is

closer to the real strut shape observed in SEM pictures, gives

the most reliable predictions compared to experimental data

(with U � 98%).

In the case of the thermal length K0, defined as twice the

average ratio of the cell volume Vf to their wet surface A,

Perrot et al.8 proposed a simple expression using the same

tetrakaidecahedra cell shape assumption in the form

K0 ¼ D1

l2

t
� D2t; (2)

where D1 and D2 are numerical constants near unity which

can be determined analytically for simple cases. Parameters

D1 and D2 associated to a tetrakaidecahedra unit-cell with

different strut cross-section shapes are given in Table I.

Figure 8(b) shows that, for the nine fully reticulated foams,

the Eq. (2) slightly overestimates (i.e., by a factor between

1.1 and 1.6) the thermal characteristic length but still gives

the good order of magnitude. Here, the three cross-section

shapes give similar results because the wet area of the struts

is barely the same.

2. Viscous length K

In the case of fibrous materials, the viscous length can

be predicted analytically from the calculation of the velocity

field around a strut with circular cross-section shape, consid-

ering that the velocity far from the strut is perpendicular to

the strut. In this case, Allard and Atalla1 linked the viscous

characteristic length K to the diameter t of a fiber as

K ¼ t

4qr

: (3)

As shown in Fig. 8(c) (with white circles), this simple

analytical model gives a good prediction of the viscous

length for fully reticulated foams. Thus, fully reticulated pol-

yurethane foams can be considered having a fibrous-like

TABLE I. Characteristic parameters for tetrakaidecahedra unit-cell with dif-

ferent strut cross-section shape.

Strut cross-section shape

Cq 3p=8
ffiffiffi
2
p ffiffiffi

3
p

=2
ffiffiffi
2
p

(2
ffiffiffi
3
p

-p)=
ffiffiffi
2
p

D1 4
ffiffiffi
2
p

=3p 2
ffiffiffi
2
p

=3
ffiffiffi
3
p

2
ffiffiffi
6
p

=3p

D2 1=2 1=3 (12-2p
ffiffiffi
3
p

)=3p
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behavior. Using the same assumptions, Allard and Atalla1

show that the thermal and viscous characteristic lengths of fi-

brous materials are linked by a factor 2 as n¼K0=K¼ 2

(when the macroscopic air velocity is perpendicular to the

direction of the fibers). As mentioned previously and shown

in Fig. 8(d), the ratio between the thermal and the viscous

characteristic lengths (n¼K0=K) is close to 1.55 for fully

reticulated materials. Thus, the viscous length can be derived

from the geometrical estimation of the thermal length of Eq.

(2) divided by n¼ 1.55. This approximation also gives a

good estimation of the viscous length as shown in Fig. 8(c)

(see crosses, calculated here for struts having triangular con-

cave cross-section shape).

Note that the viscous characteristic length K may also

be derived from the analytical study of the sound propaga-

tion in a pore channel17 and given by

K ¼ 1

cg

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8a1g
Ur

r
; (4)

where cg is a pore shape dependent constant (it is equal to

one for cylindrical geometry), g is the viscosity of air and r
is the static airflow resistivity. It is not used here since it

requires the knowledge of the other intercorrelated nona-

coustic parameters.

3. Airflow resistivity r and tortuosity a‘

By combining Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), Lind-Nordgren and

Göransson9,10 proposed a scaling law applied to the airflow

resistivity r of porous materials (fibrous and foams) having a

porosity and tortuosity close to 1 such as

r ¼ Cr

t2
q2

r ¼ Cr Cq t

l2

� �2

: (5)

In the case of porous materials made of fibers with cir-

cular cross-section shape, Cr¼ 128a1g=cg
2. It is worth men-

tioning that this scaling law has a large number of implicit

assumptions: propagation in a cylindrical pore [cg¼1 and va-

lidity of Eq. (4)], material with low tortuosity (a1� 1) and

high porosity (U� 100%) and wave propagation perpendicu-

lar to ligament with a circular cross-section shape [validity

of Eq. (3)]. Still, it is shown in Fig. 8(e) that it gives surpris-

ingly a satisfactory prediction of the airflow resistivity for

the nine fully reticulated polyurethane foams. However, its

associated standard deviation seems to increase while cell

size decreases (i.e., increasing airflow resistivity), making

Eq. (5) more adapted to large cell materials.

Because no direct links between tortuosity and microstruc-

ture geometry of fully reticulated polyurethane foams have

been observed [see Fig. 5(c)], the tortuosity of these materials

is considered equal to the mean value a1¼ 1.05 [see Fig. 8(f)].

B. Partially reticulated materials: Improvement of the
scaling laws

The main objective of this section is to improve the

existing scaling laws to account for the reticulation rate and

thus be able predict the nonacoustic properties of partially

reticulated foams from microstructure measurements.

FIG. 8. Fully reticulated materials: measured nonacoustic properties and estimation from existing scaling laws; expanded uncertainty bars are also shown.
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1. Porosity U, thermal length K0

The porosity being defined as the ratio of the fluid vol-

ume Vf to the total volume Vt, U¼Vf=Vt¼ Vf=(Vfþ Vs), the

effect of membranes is not taken into account here since

the membrane volume can be neglected in the calculation of

the frame volume Vs. Thus, Eq. (1) is also used here for the

partially reticulated ones. Figure 9(a) shows that, as expected,

the strut with concave triangular cross-section shape gives the

more reliable estimation of the porosity. Note that the materi-

als presented in Fig. 9 are ordered by increasing value of the

airflow resistivity [see Fig. 9(e), black points].

According to the thermal characteristic length definition,

the reticulation rate may modify its value since it increases

the wet surface A. Thus, the thermal characteristic length K0

can be rewritten as

K0 ¼ 2Vf

A
¼ 2Vf

AS þ ð1� RwÞAw
; (6)

with As the surface of the struts and Aw the total surface of

the pores weighted here by the closed pore rate (1-Rw). As

can be calculated from the perimeter of the strut Ps for a

given cross-section shape. Assuming a tetrakaidecahedra

unit cell, the surface of the 36 struts per cell As, is given by

As¼ 36lPs=3; the “1=3” coefficient accounting for the fact

that one strut is shared between three cells. The total surface

of the pores is determined from the total surface of the cell

Ac as Aw¼Ac - As. For a tetrakaidecahedra unit cell, this sur-

face is Ac¼ (6þ 12
ffiffiffi
3
p

)l2. Note that for fully reticulated

materials (Rw¼ 100%), the wet surface area is only the sur-

face of the struts As and the thermal length of Eq. (6) has the

simple form of Eq. (2).

It is shown in Fig. 9(b) that Eq. (6) allows a good esti-

mation of the thermal characteristic length K0 of partially

reticulated materials (not accounting for the presence of

membranes induces an overestimation of the thermal length;

see white squares). As for fully reticulated materials, the

strut cross-section shape has a marginal influence on the

thermal characteristic length estimation.

2. Viscous length K

Presence of membranes closing the windows decreases

the viscous characteristic length and increases the character-

istic length ratio n (n¼K0=K) [see Figs. 6(d) and 6(f)]. Thus,

the simple relation between the two characteristic lengths

used in the case of fully reticulated materials, i.e., n¼ 1.55,

can no longer be used for partially reticulated materials. This

is illustrated in Fig. 9(c) where the viscous length estimated

as half the thermal length of Eq. (6) is greatly overestimated

compared to measurements (see gray circles).

Thus from the 6 partially reticulated materials under

investigation, an empirical expression of the ratio n is

derived in terms of the closed pore content and given by

n ¼ K0

K
¼ 1:55

1

Rw

� �0:676

: (7)

This empirical expression, where the coefficient 0.676

has been determined from curve fitting, is in good agreement

with measurements as shown in Fig. 9(d) and allows a

FIG. 9. Partially reticulated materials: measured nonacoustic properties and estimation from modified scaling laws. Expanded uncertainty bars are also shown.
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satisfactory estimation of the viscous characteristic length

[see white circles in Fig. 9(c)].

3. Airflow resistivity r and tortuositya‘

As for the viscous length parameter, the determination of

the airflow resistivity of partially reticulated materials using

the scaling law developed for fully reticulated materials

[Eq. (5)] is no more appropriate [see Fig. 9(e) gray circles]

since the presence of membranes greatly affects the perme-

ability of the material. Thus, the following empirical expres-

sion is proposed to add the influence of the reticulation rate,

r ¼ Cr Cq t

l2

� �2 1

Rw

� �1:116

: (8)

In the same way, because the tortuosity of fully reticulated

material is considered equal to the mean value of 1.05, and it

has been shown previously this parameter mainly depends on

the closed pore content and increases with closed pore content,

it is proposed for partially reticulated materials as

a1 ¼ 1:05
1

Rw

� �0:380

: (9)

Figures 9(e) and 9(f) show that these two empirical

expressions which integrate the reticulation rate in existing

scaling law allow a relatively good estimation of the airflow

resistivity and tortuosity of partially reticulated materials,

still with a large standard deviation associated with the air-

flow resistivity prediction.

IV. ACOUSTIC PROPERTY

The acoustic property considered in this study is the nor-

mal incidence sound absorption. It is measured in an imped-

ance tube according to standard ISO-10534-2.28 Figure 10

presents this coefficient in terms of frequency for 3 materi-

als: the fully reticulated materials M7 and M9 and the par-

tially reticulated material M11. Measurement carried out on

a 2in thick sample and simulation using the “rigid” equiva-

lent fluid model with the nonacoustic parameters linked to

microstructure properties from the proposed empirical and

geometrical expressions [see Eqs. (1), (6)–(9)] are presented.

It is shown that simulations carried out using the estimated

nonacoustic parameters (see thick solid lines) are in good

agreement with measurements (circles). In order to quantify

the differences between measurements and simulations for a

given material, the Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) is

computed for the two curves and the relative variation

DNRC in percent is derived as DNRC¼100

�jNRCmeasurement- NRCsimulationj= NRCmeasurement. Note that

the NRC is the arithmetic average of the sound absorption

derived here at the 17 octave bands between 100 and

4000 Hz. For fully reticulated materials M7 and M9, DNRC

are 6.8% and 5.5%, respectively. For all fully reticulated

materials, DNRC is ranging between 0.9% and 24.7% with

the average value at 10.8%. For partially reticulated material

M11, DNRC¼7.8% and for all partially reticulated materials,

DNRC is ranging between 1.7% and 12.9% with the average

value at 6.3%. Thus, the estimation of the nonacoustic prop-

erties from microstructure analysis and use of Eqs. (1),

(6)–(9) is considered satisfactory.

According to Fig. 10, the fully reticulated material M7

with an airflow resistivity of 1677 N s m�4 shows lower

absorption efficiency compared to foam M9 with an airflow

resistivity of 3996 N s m�4 and to the partially reticulated

material M11 having an airflow resistivity of 11 345 N s

m�4. Indeed, it is well known that an increase of the airflow

resistivity improves the absorption behavior in the whole fre-

quency range but only until an intermediate value. A too

resistive porous material will show poor sound absorption

behavior since it would be more difficult for the acoustic

wave to penetrate into the material. In the case of the par-

tially reticulated material M11, the sound absorption effi-

ciency is also enhanced at low frequencies because the

viscous length is small and the tortuosity is high; which is

due to the presence of membranes closing the cells.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, links between the microstructure of fully

and partially reticulated polyurethane foams and their acous-

tic behavior is investigated. First, the microstructure of 15

isotropic polyurethane foams having similar frame density is

characterized from SEM pictures and a representative unit-

cell with tetrakaidecahedra shape is determined for each

foam. Then, existing geometrical formulations and scaling

laws which relate microstructure properties (cell size, strut

length and thickness) with nonacoustic parameters (porosity,

airflow resistivity,…) are applied to fully reticulated foams.

This analysis confirms that both porosity and thermal charac-

teristic length of the fully reticulated polyurethane foams can

be estimated by simply considering the foam microstructure

as a packing of tetrakaidecahedra cells with struts having tri-

angular concave cross section shape. Furthermore, it is

shown that these fully reticulated foams can be modeled as

fibers lying perpendicular to the acoustic wave or as porous

materials with cylindrical pores to estimate the airflow resis-

tivity and viscous characteristic length; all assumptions

allowing a satisfactory estimation of the acoustic perform-

ance. Then, the existing micro-macro links were improved

FIG. 10. Absorption coefficient of the fully reticulated materials M7 and

M9 and partially reticulated M11: measurements (circle) vs simulations

(solid thick line).
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empirically to account for the presence of membranes clos-

ing the pores. Despite the limited amount of tested foams,

the empirical model is in good agreement with sound absorp-

tion measurements of partially reticulated materials. Further-

more, it is shown that the reticulation rate is an important

parameter which has a large influence on the acoustic behav-

ior, i.e., it may dominate the cell size influence. Decreasing

the reticulation rate increases the airflow resistivity, the tor-

tuosity, the characteristic lengths ratio and the coupling

between the frame and the saturating fluid especially for low

density materials. Thus, the acoustical efficiency at low fre-

quencies is improved but can be worsened in some higher

frequency bands. For fully reticulated materials, decreasing

the cell size increases the airflow resistivity and decreases

the two characteristic lengths, and thus improves the sound

absorption efficiency. However, the airflow resistivity should

not be too high (i.e., cell size too small) to maintain good

absorption behavior. From a practical point of view, the pro-

posed strategy while heavily experimental allows for a dras-

tic reduction of the computational cost compared to using

purely computational methods. More importantly, it offers

the advantage of being fully compatible with the physics of

the manufacturing process, of the shapes and sizes of the

structure. It allows also for isolating the predominant dissipa-

tion phenomena occurring at the local scale, and deducing

from this knowledge, pertinent modifications of the micro-

structure (optimization).
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